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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a function Y: [- 1, l] x [0, co) + iw* giving the location T(X, t) 
at time tof a cross section x in an elastic string. In the absence ofexternal 
forces, Y atisfies th  law of conservation of momentum 
(1.1) 
where T= 7’( Ir,l) isthe tension i the string, taken here to be a given 
smooth monotonically increasing function of the stretch 1~~~1 alone. In(l.l), 
we have also taken the density ofthe material of the string tobe constant. 
The derivation of Eq. (1.1) (and of more general equations of motion for 
the string) isexplained in [l]. In a previous paper [5], the Riemann 
problem was solved for system ( 1.1) under two assumptions: thathe graph 
of T has exactly one inflection poi t, att,, with 
sgn r”(t) = sgn (5 - 5/l, (1.2) 
and that he characteristic valuesf [T(Ir,()/lr,/]“*, f [r(lr,j)]“’ have a
fixed order, which amounts to 
T(5)> T(t)lt>o (1.3) 
for all 5> 1. In (1.3), the quilibrium configuration with no tension istaken 
to be Y(X, t) = (x, 0), so that r( 1) = 0. 
The solution ofthe Riemann problem resolves an initial step discon- 
tinuity in the slope, tension a d velocity of the string into acombination of 
centered waves. Specifically, we consider the Cauchy problem for system 
(l.l), with initial d ta of the form 
(r.x, r,)(*? 0) =
{ 
WL if x<O 
WI? if x > 0, 
(1.4) 
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Here, W,, W, are given in R4, and only initial d ta with positive tension 
will be considered: 
lr.x(x, 011’ 1 for all x. (1.5) 
Condition (1.3) ensures that system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, but 
appears tobe unduly restictive according to experimental evidence [2]. To 
incorporate those stress-strain curves drawn in [2] that violate (1.3) we 
suppose here that (1.3) fails inan interval. To summarize, the following 
properties of T:(0, co) + [w will be assumed: 
(1) T is of class C3. 
(2) T’(t)>0 for all 5. 
(3) T(l)=O. 
(4) There xists ,> 1 such that (1.2) holds for all [> 1. 
(5) There are xactly two solutions &,,<tM of the equation 
T(5)/< = T’(t). 
The graph of T is sketched in Figure 1, from which we observe 
1<5,<<,<5,, 
T’(t) < T(t)/5 if and only if <E (t,, t,+,). 
(1.6) 
The object ofthe paper is to provide a constructive proof of the following 
result. 
THEOREM 1. Let T satisfy assumptions (lt(5). For any given W,, W, 
in R4 satisfying (1.5), the initial v ue problem (1.1 ),(1.4) has a unique weak 
solution among those functions (rX, I,) depending piecewise smoothly onx/t 
and whose jump discontinuities sa sfy thenatural entropy admissibility con- 
dition (specified in Sect. 2). Moreover, the tension T remains positive for
t > 0, apart from a degenerate case in which T remains merely nonnegative. 
The proof of Theorem 1consists of constructing he solution as acom- 
bination fcentered shocks, rarefactions, and contact discontinuities 
separating intervals of x/t in which rX and r, are constant (see Fig. 1). Since 
Eq. (1.1) corresponds to a 4 x 4 first order system (2.1), this eems at first 
to involve a rather difficult analysis of wave curves in R4. However, the 
symmetry between left and right essentially reduces the problem to an 
analysis in R2. Specifically, two parameters 5 = lrXl and 0 = arg rX serve to 
parametrize all elementary waves. Changes in 5 correspond to longitudinal 
waves, inwhich 0is constant; changes in8 with 5constant are called trans- 
verse waves. 
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FIG. 1. The graph of T satisfying ( 1 )-( 5) 
The construction of combinations f longitudinal waves given in Sec- 
tion 2is essentially thatof Wendroff [6] for 2x 2 systems that fail to be 
genuinely nonlinear. Forthe string, genuine onlinearity of he family of
longitudinal waves breaks down at points 5 where T”(c) = 0. Any finite 
number of such inflection poi ts may be accomodated in the construction 
of longitudinal waves by suitably adjusting thedefinition of A(<, to) in Sec- 
tion 2. For simplicity, only asingle inflection poi t is considered h re, and 
this eems to be most consistent with experimental s ress-strain laws [2]. 
The construction of combinations f longitudinal a d transverse waves 
near points 5 where 7’(t)/< = r(t) was introduced by Keyfitz and Kranzer 
[4]. It is remarkable that heir construction g ves a unique solution of the 
Riemann problem no matter what the initial d ta, subject only to (1.5). 
Note that the tension remains positive in the solution. It is 
straightforward to show (as was done in the strictly hyperbolic case [S]) 
that if the initial jump in velocity s sufficiently sma l, the maximum tension 
in the solution does not exceed that of the initial d ta. 
Shocks, rarefaction waves and contact discontinuities are characterized 
in Section 2.In Section 3,the proof of Theorem 1is outlined. This involves 
specifying a function g(5; W,, W,) such that admissible solutions f (1.1) 
(1.4) correspond to solutions f 
g(5; WI.9 W,) = 0. (1.7) 
It then remains only to observe that (l)-(5) imply that 
(i) 81; W,, W,)>O 
(ii) lim< _a, g(5; W,, W,d<O, and 
(iii) (ag/LYc)(l; W,, W,) <O for all <> 1. 
The details of the proof of (iii) are only sketched, as the specification of g is 
explicit enough that (iii) can be verified by a direct and straightforward 
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case-by-case lculation. Properties (i)-(iii) meanthat Eq. (1.7) iseasy to 
solve numerically, and the construction g ven here of solutions f the 
Riemann problem is perfectly suited for an implementation of Glimm’s 
scheme [3]. A similar construction of solutions f Riemann problems ay 
be used to incorporate boundary conditions, so that Glimm’s scheme may 
be used for the numerical solution of initial boundary value problems. 
To describe the function g, it is convenient to introduce some notation. 
Write (rl, Y,) =(5 eis, V) = WE @ x [w’. Subscripts on 5, 0, V will generally 
correspond to subscripts on W, so that he standing assumption (1.5), for 
example, now reads 
rL> 1, CR> 1. (1.8) 
For each t> 1, define [,r* by 
with <* = CC or [= co if the identities cannot be satisfied. For <,< 5 < <,,,,, 
define <“‘6 5, and 5” 2 tM by 
(1.9) 
Note that 5”’ and 5” are monotonically decreasing  5E [r,, <,,,,I and
52 = r,“, <,$= 5;. The possibility that52 = cc is not excluded, butsince 
this only leads to obvious simplifications in the analysis, we mostly treat 5:
as though it were necessarily f nite. As afurther remark, itshould be noted 
that he absence ofan inflection poi t in the graph of T would also merely 
simplify theanalysis. The inflection poi t is included here mainly because, 
as remarked arlier, it appears tobe a necessary ph sical feature, butalso 
to show that it does not excessively complicate th mathematics. The cen- 
tral issue in the constructive proof of Theorem 1is how to overcome the 
loss of strict hyperbolicity and consequent reordering of wave speeds ue to 
the failure of (1.3) inthe interval [<,, rM]. 
2. ELEMENTARY WAVES 
Equations (1.1) may be written asa 4 x 4 first order system by setting 
U=rx, V=r,: 
(2.1) 
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The characteristic speeds 1f= ) [ T’( 1UI )] ‘I2 and p f = f [ T( I UI )/I UI )] “* 
correspond to longitudinal waves and transverse waves, respectively. The 
structure of these waves is discussed in [2,4, 51. In this ection, the
elementary waves are characterized in a way that simplifies th  method of 
solution of the Riemann problem. 
The following classification of elementary waves distinguishes between 
(a) shocks, (b) centered rarefaction waves, and (c) contact discontinuities. 
The shocks and rarefaction waves are longitudinal. Sincethey lose genuine 
nonlinearity at the inflection poi t 4= 5, of T, the construction of rarefac- 
tion-shocks introduced by Wendroff [6] is used here. Let IV, denote the 
value of W= (U, V) ahead of a wave, and let W, be the value of W behind 
the wave. Subscripts 0, 1 on 5, 0, V will refer toW,, W, 
(a) W, is joined toW, by a longitudinal shock wave, characterized by 
a jump in t across x =st, if 
dI=b,s= +C(T(~,)-T(~O))/(~,-~O)I”~ 
VI = V. T A((, to) eieo (rev. 1, 
(2.2) 
where 
4t;,, toI= CUK- T(5,))(r,-50)1”2.sgn (tl-M. (2.3) 
Additionally, the following e tropy admissibility condition s imposed on all 
longitudinal shock waves. 
(T(t)- T(50))/(5 - 50) 6 (T(t1) - T(bJ)/(t, - 50) (2.4) 
for all 5between &, and 5 i. Equivalently, 5, must lie outside the interval 
with end points co, 5$. Condition (2.4) isnatural inthe sense that it is the 
same as the obvious “viscosity” criterion n which T is modified bythe 
strain rate 5,: F(t, 5,) = T(c) +st,, E>O. (2.4) is also related tothe 
“entropy condition” (see [4]) 
involving thenergy q = I I’\ */2 +s’“’ T( {) d<, and Q = - U. V T( I UI )/I UI. 
(b) W, is joined to WI by a longitudinal centered arefaction waveif 
8, =e#J and VI= VofA(5,,50)e’oo, (2.5) 
where 
A(<,, toI= j<I CT(v)I”* dv. (2.6) 
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The corresponding solution W(x, t) of (2.1) is constant oneach charac- 
teristic x = A, (v) t with v between t,, and 5,. Therefore (1f(v)\ = 
[T(v)] ‘I2 must decrease as vgoes from to to 5,. That is, 
t,251250 or 5,G<,G50 (2.7) 
for ararefaction wave. 
Next, we describe th locus of points W, to which W,, may be joined by
a combination of centered longitudinal waves traveling  one direction. 
These are the rarefaction-shocks involving 5, between t1 and 5:. W, is 
given by (2.5) again, with 
= I g’ [T’(V)]“2dv+(~~-~JCT’(~J1”2. to 
P-3 1 
In (2.8), we have used the fact that [, lies between to and l,, so that W, is 
joined to the corresponding W, by a rarefaction, while 5, = [: indicates 
that he trailing ed e of the rarefaction waveis a shock, joining W,to W,. 
Now all combinations f centered longitudinal waves traveling  one 
direction aredescribed by (2.5) with A(<, <,J defined for all tk > 1 
(k=O, 1) by (2.3), (2.6), (2.8). 
The locus of points V, given by (2.5) with W, fixed, isdenoted byy* : 
y+=(V,=1/,(4,)givenby(2.5), l<t,<co}. 
y+ is a straight line in the velocity plane xtending from I/, (1) out to 
infinity. 
(c) W, is joined toW, by a contact discontinuity (or linear o  trans- 
verse waue), involving a jump in 8 along the line x = st if 
(2.9) 
where 
s = f c~(50)/501”2 and B(4) = c5 T(4)1”*. (2.10) 
That is, I/, and V, should lie on a circle center V,, &- B(5,) eiBo with radius 
B( &,). Let C, ( W,) denote this circle ofV, ‘s, parameterized by 6,: C, = 
C+(W,)={V,=~/,(8):Od8<271givenby(2.9)}.Sinceweshallbetaking 
combinations f longitudinal a d transverse waves to solve the Riemann 
problem, it is convenient to define circles C+(0 = C+ (W,(t)) for 
WI (0 = (5 ei@, 4 (5h 6 (5) EY & given by V.5) (with 5, = 5). 
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3. SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
To construct solutions of the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.4) under 
assumptions (1 t(5) of Section 1,we proceed as follows. Let W,, W, 
satisfy thestanding assumption 
5L> 1, t,>1 (3.1) 
so that he tension isinitially positive. Consider all possible combinations 
of centered longitudinal a d transverse waves traveling left, with W, on the 
left, i.e., ahead of the combination of waves. This gives states W-(5,, 0,) 
on the right parameterized by only t,, 0, and W,. Similarly, W, is joined 
to states W+(t2, 0,) by a combination of centered waves moving right, 
with W, on the left, behind the waves and W, on the right, ahead of the 
waves. The Riemann problem involves solving the four equations 
W-(5,, O,)= W+(5*, f%) (3.2) 
for the unknowns ck, Ok (k = 1,2). But then W, = W- is the intermediate 
state between the combinations f waves moving left and right, and 
(11, 13,) = (tZ, 0,) are the local elongation, and angle to the horizontal, of 
the string inthis intermediate section. Consequently, system (3.2) is 
reduced totwo equations, equating the velocity components V, of W, : 
V, (5, 0) = V- (5, 0). The intermediate angle 8= Q1 = e2 is also eliminated 
from these quations, a  explained below. The solution of the Riemann 
problem thus depends upon solving a single equation for asingle unknown 
5, the intermediate local elongation. Thisis Eq. (1.7): 
s(5; WI,, W,) = 0. (3.3) 
It remains only to define g and establish properties (i)-(iii) following (1.7). 
Theorem 1will then be proved. 
It is convenient to define W, (5, 0) together, with respect toa single 
point W, = (tOei@, V ), which will be replaced by W, or W, when defining 
g. Now W, (5, 0) depends onto in a way that can be split nto three cases 
(A) to< 5,, 
03) t,,,<&,<5~, 
(Cl 5hf< 40. 
(A) In case (A), we may join W, to W, (5, 0) in such a way that 
longitudinal waves move faster than the (single) transverse wave, unless 
[,,, < 5< <z. In the latter situation, the contact discontinuity is embedded 
in a rarefaction wave precisely at 5 = t,,,, x = i-J=) t, since the 
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t’ 
FIG. 2. A contact discontinuity embedded in a rarefaction wave, to < 5, < 5 < 52. 
longitudinal a d transverse wave speeds are the same when < = 5,. Such a 
combination of waves is shown in Fig. 2. 
Now the pattern ofwaves joining W,to W, (<, 19) can be described in 
the V-plane, using Fig. 3for case (A), and Figs. 4 and 5 for cases (B), (C). 
Referring to Fig. 3, we have three regions separated by C, (1;,) and 
C, (rx). Region Icorresponds to values of < 6 5,. Here, V, is joined to 
V, (5, 0) by a longitudinal wave(specifying V, = V1 (5) Ey + ), followed by 
a slower contact discontinuity jo ning V1(5) to V, (5, 0) E C, (5). In region 
II, VO is joined to V+ (5, 8) by longitudinal waves with an embedded con- 
tact discontinuity. That is, VO is joined to V, = V, (5,) Ey k ( W,), V, is 
joined to V2 E C, (l,), by specifying 9 and hence W, = (5, eie, VJ, and 
finally V, is joined to V, (r, 0) E y + ( W,). The situation n region III is 
similar to that in region I.V, is joined toV, (r, 19) E C, (0 by first joining 
V, to VI = V, (5) Ey + by longitudinal waves, followed by a slower contact 
discontinuity jo ning V,to I/+ (<, 0). 
FIG. 3. The velocity plane in case (A), 10< e,, 0, =O, (5,). 
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FIG. 4. The velocity plane in case (B), 5, G 50 G <w, 0, =Ot (57). 
P) Here, 5,G& L,, and we refer to Fig. 4. The three regions I, II, 
III are defined by the values tf, t,” (given by (1.9), with 5 = to). In regions 
I, III, V,, is joined to V, (4,O) by longitudinal waves followed by a slower - 
contact discontinuity. In region II, we have a new construction. Since 
r;; < < < t,“, V, is joined to V, (5, 0) by a contact discontinuity followed 
by a slower combination of longitudinal waves. 
(C) If &, 3 tM, the three regions are give in Fig. 5, and are separated by 
FIG. 5. The velocity plane in case (C), &, > t,,,, 0, = 0, (CM). 
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C, (tM) and C+ (l$). The similarity be ween Figs. 3 and 5 corresponds to 
the fact hat he way V, is joined to V+ (5, e) is precisely as in case A
except that ,, (2 should be replaced by CL, <,,, respectively. 
Figures (3))(5) suggest the use of polar coordinates, and indeed the 
diagrams represent the image of the polar coordinate system in the 
rx = 5 eie plane under the mapping V= V, (r, 0). The circles t = constant 
in the r, plane corresponding to regions I,III are mapped into circles 
C+ (4) in the I/ plane, but with centers 0, (5) depending on5. Specifically, 
in case (A), 16 lo 6 t,,,, we define 
VI2 ftwo - A(59 50)) eioo 
Note also that 0, (t,)=O, (52) since (T(C) - ~(L))/(52 - 5,) =
~(L)/Ll= ~(C)/5~~ 
In case (B), 5, d Co d t,,.,, 
if 
O,(5)= 
i 
V. f (B(5) - A(<, L-J) e”” < 6 <c or 5 2 t,” 
V, f B( to) eieo if 5,“<<5l5,“. 
Note that B(G’) -A(5:, to) =B(5,M) - A(&?‘, to). 
In case CC), to 2 {MT 
Ok (<I= 
i 
v, 5 (B(5) - A(& &J) e’*o if 5<[,$or5>~M 
VofB(<,)ei”o if 5,$<5<5,. 
Note, similarly to case (A), that 0, (<c)=O,({M). 
As explained above, 0, (5) is the center ofthe circle C,(<), in regions I,
III. In region II, 0, (5) is the point on which the radial lines are centered, 
corresponding to the construction in region II, in which 4is varied after 8 
is varied, in going from V, to V,. 
In regions I,III, the circles C, (4) are nested, asshown in [S], so that 
V+ is l-l and onto these regions, away from [= 1. In region II, V, (4,8) 
is obviously l-l and onto since it is l-l onto each radial line. Now we can 
give formulae for Vi (I$@): 
V,(5,e)=O,(5)~h,(5)e’” 
where hf (5) 30 is defined below: 
Case A. to G 5,: 
B(5) if 5<t,orr>5$ 
B(L)+N5, t;,) if t,<t<5Z. 
(3.5) 
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Case C. 5M<5~: 
Note that hf (5) depends continuously on { and to. 
Next, define V- (&.9) with respect toIV, = IV,, and define V, (&0) 
with respect to IV, = W,. Then to solve the Riemann problem (l.l), (1.4), 
we have to solve V_ (<, 0) = I’+ (5, 0). That is, from (3.5), 
(3.6) 
where of course O-, h- are defined with respect ofto W,, while 0+ , h + 
depend on W,. Equation (3.6) specifies 19 as the angle to the horizontal of 
the straight line between 0 _(5) and 0 + (5). In particular, the intermediate 
velocity V, (5, 0) lies on this line. Taking norms of both sides of (3.6), we 
get asingle equation for 5: 
g(5)~l0+(r)-0-(4)l-(~+(r)+~-(r))=0. 
Theorem 1will now follow from 
(3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under assumptions (1 )-( 5) of Section 1,gsatisfies 
0) g(l)30, 
(ii) lim e*mg(5)<09 
(iii) ag/ag (t)<Ofor aN <> 1. 
Proof: Property (i) is immediate from (3.7) since h+ (1) =0. To prove 
property (ii), we argue geometrically as follows, allowing for the possibility 
that 5; = co. Suppose first that z < co. Then region III is defined for both 
W,, W,. Moreover, asshown in [S], the circles C, (0, < > lz are nested 
and expand to infinity filling outthe region utside C,(5:). Inparticular, 
for some t > tz, C, (5) and C- (5) must intersect n&tangentially (note 
that hey have the same radius soone cannot lie ntirely within the other). 
For such a5, g(g) <0. 
Next, suppose 5: = co and region III does not exist for W,, but region 
III is defined for W,. Then W, must be in case B with lg < co, or case C, 
whereas W, must be in case A, or case B with <,” = cc. So region IIfor W, 
lies outside C= C (r,) in case A, or C= C ({l;f) in case B. Since the 
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C, (5) (5 > c$’ in case B or 5 > rM in case C) are nested and fill out the V- 
plane xcept for the interior of a circle, choose 5: >0 such that C, (0 com- 
pletely encloses C. Then g(t) <0. 
Finally, if region III is defined for neither W, nor W,, property (ii) 
follows from (3.7) because h+(4) --f co as < + co, while 0, (5) and O-- (5) 
are fixed for large enough <. 
Proving property (iii) nvolves calculating ag/ag directly. However, the 
formula for g( 5) = g(5; W,, W,) depends upon which of cases (A), (B), (C) 
W, and W, fall under, and to which region I, II, or III <corresponds. 
Thus, if W,, W, fall into the same case, there are three calculations, 
whereas ifthey fall under different cases, there are live calculations, because 
the formula for g(t) then changes atfour values of4. Rather than perform 
all of these 39 calculations (which may be immediately reduced to24 due 
to the symmetry between left and right), just one representative pa r 
WL, W, will be considered h re, chosen so as to give all the analytical 
details required to verify property (iii) for any W,>, W,. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 1 <l,<l, and ~,G<~G<,,,,, then ag(~)/a[<O for all 
(> 1. 
Proof. Since W, is in case (A), W, in case (B), the definition of g(t) 
changes atthe four points ;; 6<,, <rf 6 (2. That gis continuous at these 
points follows from the continuous dependence of0 + (5) h + (<) on 4, 
remarked upon above. Let a(5)= 10, (5)-O- (01. 
(3.8) 
now 
v(5) = I VR - VL + [B(t) - A(<, tR)l eiHR+ CNO--A(& 5dl eioV, 
SO 
r1’(5)=~~1(0+(5)-0~(~)).(CB’(~)-A,(5,4R)1 f+ 
+ [B’(t) - A, (5, [,)I e”L) 
We need the following estimates on A, 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. 
and B(5) = [t T(?j)]“‘. 
Thus, for <<[, or <atz, ZA,(& ~J=bP1(h2+c2)>0 and 
2(A,(5, [L)-B’(~))=b-1(b2+c2)-ap’(a2+c2), where a*= T(t)/<< 
b2=[T(~)-T(~J]/(~-~~)6c2=T’(~). That is, 
2(A,(5,5,)-B’(5))=(bt-a-‘)c’+(b-a) 
<(by’-a--‘)b*+b-a 
=-a -‘(a-b)‘<O. 
For l, < t < L, 
2(Ar(5, tL)-B’(t))=2c-a-‘(a*+c’) 
=-a ‘(a-c)*<<. 
(j?) isa little simpler. If r, < tR < tM, 
A(59 5R)= i
- C(V5) - V<R)NS - 5R)11’2 for 5<5; 
[(T(5)- n5R)Nt - Lw’* for <>ly. 
Thus, 2A,(5, ~R)=dp’(d2+~2)>0 and 
2(A,(5, ~R)-B’(~))=d~1(d2+c2)-aa-1(a2+c2)< -a-‘(a-c)*<O, 
where a2<d2= [T(t)- r(t,)]/(t--t,)<c’ for <<t;I or 1525;. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
From (3.8), (3.9), and Lemma 3.2, we see that ag/aq < 0 for 5< <;. 
(b) 5~~5~~5,:8(5)=11(5)-A(5,rR)-B(r)-5(4R) 
~=W-A& 5R)-5’(t), 
where 
~(5) = I v, - v, + (B(5) - A(& 5d) eieL + 5((,) eioRI. 
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Thus 
1’(5)=~~1(0+(5)-0-(5))~II~‘(5)-A5(5,~L>1eie” 
a-w-A,(L 5L)<B’(5) from Lemma 3.2(a). 
Therefore, 
ag 
z< -A,(& <AdO (by direct alculation) 
(~1 5,~5rr~:s(5)=rl(~)-A(5, <,)-A(<> L)-B(L) 
q(5)= (0, (5,)-O-(<,)\ =constant. 
Therefore 
$= -A,(<, L)-A&, L)<O. 
Cd) 4~~.5~5~:g(5)=~(5)-A(~, 5, B t)-B(5,). 
with 
Thus, 
s(4) = IvR -v, +B(L) eioL + (B(4) - 5, tR)) eiBRI. 
and so 
r1’(5)=rl-l(Ot(5)-0-(5)).(B’(5)-A,(5, 5d)eieR 
G P’(t) - A,(& 5RJI < B’(S) from Lemma 3.2(t), 
ag ~=fK)-A,(5, & A-B'(t)<O. 
%<O at follows exactly asin (a). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is repetitive, with the estimates on q’(t) based 
entirely on Lemma 3.2 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. For all other 
combinations of cases (A), (B), (C) for W,, W, a similar calculation may 
be carried out to prove property (iii), butthe details areomitted here. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 3.1, and hence of Theorem 1. 
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Remark. In this paper, the Riemann problem has been solved for 
planar motion of an elastic string when the characteristic speeds are 
ordered through (1.3) except for <in an interval [l,, t,]. If (1.3) holds 
for all 5> 1, the analysis mplifies con iderably to that given geometrically 
in [S]. In the terminology used here, region IIdisappears ndregion I (or 
III) becomes the ntire V plane. This greatly simplifies th  formula for g(r), 
which becomes, for each r2 1, 
g(5) = I VR - V, + [B(t) - A(& t,)l eieL + [B(t) - A(& <,)I ewRI - 2B(5). 
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